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Fiscal Systems Launches a Web Based Transaction and
Reconciliation Service for Petroleum Retailers
MADISON, Alabama January 19, 2010- Fiscal Systems announced today the launch of Project Mercury, a
Web Based Transaction and Reconciliation Service for petroleum retailers. Project Mercury is a real-time
proprietary fleet card service that provides retailers a secure, accurate and convenient system to better
manage their fleet transactions and reporting, with preauthorization and reconciliation features yet flexible
enough to allow the use of the fleet cards atthe dispenser and the Point of Sale. This new system offers
significant cost saving opportunities by eliminating per transaction charges versus currently available
programs. Retailers will see an immediate lift in their bottom line due to the elimination of these costly
fees.
Currently available fleet card programs typically charge a license fee, a monthly fee, and per gallon
transaction fee and with the ever increasing price of fuel, retailers are continually concerned with narrow
margins and bad debt. “As a result, many retailers hesitate from offering this type of fleet card program for
their customers,” says Phil Moore, Fiscal System’s President. However with a simple yet affordable system
such as Project Mercury, many retailers have capitalized on the benefits of using Mercury’s real-time, full
service program to profitably grow their fleet card transaction volume.
To meet the growing needs of retailers, web-based systems such as the Fiscal Project Mercury provides
retailer’s easy access to services that cost effectively meet their needs and allow them the opportunity to
cultivate customer and dealer relationships that will grow their business. For more information on Fiscal’s
Project Mercury system, contact a Fiscal Sales Representative at 1-800-838-4549 or visit www.fis-cal.com.

About Fiscal Systems
Fiscal Systems offers a strategic approach to linking Fuel Control to C-Store systems, ensuring your profit
centers operate securely, accurately, and conveniently. Fiscal makes it all work together, delivering direct
and seamless connections via a scalable, robust base system making it easy and affordable to add additional
features later without spending a fortune. Fiscal Systems delivers the software on IBM SurePOSTM
hardware to provide the lowest cost of ownership and fast, on-site repairs reducing the number of points of
contact to ONE- Fiscal Systems.
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